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Please
Help!

Many copies of our TORCH magazine are returned to us because
our readers have moved without notifying us. Then the Postal
Service charges us hundreds of dollars to send us the new addresses.
Would you help us by dropping us a line when you move'l Thanks
for your assistance.

Free Enterprise:
Value It,
Promote It,
Protect It
by Dr. Paul Dixon

I
4
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I n this issue we return to the theme of free
enterprise , the economic system of our country that is
today under increasing attack. The attack is coming
from religious groups that should count their blessings
for the benefits they enjoy because they live under this
system.
In recent months, position papers from a major
religious body directly assaulted the Protestant work
ethic , private enterprise , and the free market.
While America may not be practicing free enterprise
to perfection , I believe it is vital that this system be
maintained to ensure the continuance of the freedom
and prosperity we enjoy today.
For more than 200 years, men and women have
enjoyed the opportunity of living in this free country .
Since the American Revolution, individual creativity,
drive , and investment have produced a system known
as the free market or free enterprise - a system that
surpasses all other economic systems throughout
history.
It is interesting to note that in 1776 , the year our
Declaration of Independence was drafted , Adam
Smith, a Scottish economist , published his Wealth of
Nations. This treatise, which outlines the basic tenets of
capitalism, declares that an "invisible hand" puts
together the efforts of individuals working in their own
self interest , resulting in the best interest for the whole .
Through our free enterprise system, four million
American farmers produce food for 225 million
Americans with enough left over to export around the
world . By contrast, 34 million Russian farmers cannot
meet their national food needs and must turn to America
for help. Harold Lindsell states , "There is no socialist
country in the world which has maintained its food
production at levels to what those nations produced
before they turned to socialism."
However, when socialist countries open the door a
crack to free enterprise principles, amazing results
occur. For instance, when the Soviet government
allows farmers to own small plots , they harvest more
crops per acre than do large government-owned farms .
China, a great bastion of socialism , is realizing the
value of free enterprise principles .
Well over 90 percent of'the businesses in the United
States are small businesses that foster the

entrepreneurial spirit. A modem trend is for large
corporations to imitate this entrepreneurial spirit by
giving individual managers greater freedom and
responsibility.
Free enterprise is the American way. It is also
embedded in the Judea-Christian ethic .
As Americans, we prize the freedom to choose our
place of work as well as worship the god of our choice .
We value the right to earn a salary and to enjoy the
privilege of giving to the charity of our choice .
Private ownership is the main tenet of a free-market
economy. The religious expression of giving to others
presupposes ownership. Among the Ten Commandments, the seventh urges man not to steal the private
property of others .
Free enterprise also presupposes many competitors ,
with each striving to make his product or service better.
No one wins or controls the market.
With competition, better products and the most
efficient method of production surface while those that
are inferior fall by the wayside. When government
subsidizes inferior methods and products , creativity is
stifled and inefficiency and waste flourish. In order for
free enterprise to work , government must be the
overseer, not the dominant factor in the economy.
The intense conviction of Cedarville College about
free enterprise is most evident in our refusal to accept or
solicit government funding for the operation of the
college or construction of buildings. Our position,
however, is not primarily based on the fact that free
enterprise works and is overwhelmingly successful.
Rather, at Cedarville we believe free enterprise permits
the economic climate in which the Christian can best
function in obedience to God .
As a Christian institution, we stress free enterprise
because it is biblical. It is taught in the classrooms,
especially through Business Administration, our
largest academic department.
Let us not take for granted the free enterprise system
and the benefits we have come to enjoy through it. Let
us thank God that we live in a country where free
enterprise is practiced. Not only must we value it, but
we must do all we can to promote it and protect it. For
when economic freedom is removed, political and
religious freedom soon follow .
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Reflections
ofa
Free
Enterpriser

by Roy Linton

Roy Linton is Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Board of
Directors of The Standard Register Company, headquartered in Dayton , Ohio. In 1983 he retired as President and Chief Executive Officer
after 35 years with this international firm which employs 4 ,500 people
in 15 U.S. plants and 16 affiliates. He is a 1937 graduate of Cedarville
College.

Roy Linton recently addressed the subject of free
enterprise at Cedarville College. The following are
excerpts of his remarks.

I

am a product of the free enterprise system. I was
born into a family that believed in the free enterprise
system 100 percent. Our parents taught us children the
work ethic and encouraged us to work things out for
ourselves. They advised us that not only could one rise
above any situation, but that there was always room at
the top.
One of the ways my father taught us responsibility
was by turning over to my brothers and me the total
operation of our dairy. This meant getting up at 5 a. m.
to do the milking and completing all the chores before
leaving for school at 8 a.m. Then at 5 p.m. we started
the milking again. This cycle ran seven days a week,
365 days a year . We were twelve , nine, and seven years
old at the time.
We maintained accurate records on each cow . We
eliminated high cost cows and attempted to replace
them with more productive animals . (This,

incidentally, was the same procedure I followed in the
business world decades later.) When we decided to
modernize our cow barn, we put in cement floor,
gutters, stations, and worked with an experienced adult
in the construction.
After that learning experience, a neighbor engaged
us to design and construct his milk house . We did the
excavating by hand, built the forms, and mixed,
poured, and finished the concrete. The gravel came
from the creek bed that ran through our farm. We tore
down an outside privy and used the lumber for the milk
house. The finished project may not have been a thing
of beauty but it was utilitarian and passed the inspection
of the health department.
In elementary school we were taught reading,
writing , and spelling with flash cards. This was
synergistic education. By learning our letters and
reading the "Memory Gems" we were actually learning
the essentials of a productive life :
A stitch in time saves nine.
(Economical use of time)
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If a task is once begun, never leave it until it's done.
Be the labor great or small, do it well or not at all.
(Perseverance and pride in ~our work)
A penny saved at the barber shop is a penny saved
and a penny got.
(Thrift)
Don't put off until tomorrow what you can do today.
(Urgency of the present)
I enrolled at Cedarville College in 1935 with
scholastic and athletic scholarships. In exchange for a
free room I took care of an elderly lady's yard and
garden and did chores around the house. For my food I
ran the boarding club which served meals in the
basement of the library. I went home every weekend by
hitchhiking on route 42 to Xenia, Ohio . I certainly
wasn't spoiled by high living at an early age.
After graduation I joined the Army . It was during
World War II, and for the next four and one-half years I
saw how in that regulated military situation our
American troops exercised initiative they had learned
through our free enterprise economic system. Many
times this was the difference between victory and
defeat.
I remember the first night of our landing on Anguar,
a small island in the Pacific. During the morning hours
the infantry along with the forward observers of our
field artillery had fought their way ashore and then
inland. I landed with the artillery late in the afternoon
and helped get the guns into position just before dark.
About midnight an infantry lieutenant called for
artillery fire because a Japanese banzai attack appeared
forthcoming. We explained we couldn't fire because
we hadn't registered our artillery and we had no idea
where the shells might land; they might even fall on
him. His response was, "If we don't get artillery
support we' II be dead by morning."
There was no policy or regulation to cover this
situation, so Yankee ingenuity took over. We contacted
a ship offshore, explained the emergency to the
gunnery officer, and asked if he could fire star shells at
30 second intervals over a certain area until we
requested cease fire. He did so and at midnight, by the
light of the star shells, we were able to adjust the
artillery and to provide support that repelled the attack.
This episode confirms my belief that the free enterprise
system fosters the development of initiative that isn't
present in most other economic systems.
I also believe that the free enterprise system provides
incentive and opportunity for people to expand their
skills, to accept further responsibility, and to advance
in an organization.
In 1947 I went to work for Standard Register as a
sales representative. I retired 35 years later as its
president and chief executive officer. I firmly believe
that the training, initiative, responsibility, and hard
work that I have chronicled helped advance me to the
top of the corporate ladder.

Corporate offices of the Standard Register Company

Now I'd like to tell you about some other free
enterprisers. These are men who imaginatively met the
needs of the market place and benefited multitudes as
well as themselves .
John Q. Sherman , a man with a patented idea,
founded Standard Register in 1912 . The company had a
stuttering start and was in receivership at the end of the
first year. Yet Sherman persevered. Today Standard
Register employs 4 ,500 people and is the second largest
corporati~.m of its kind in the world with 15 U.S . plants
and 16 foreign affiliates . Sales in 1984 totaled $430
million.
Then there was John Patterson at National Cash
Register . At the tum of the century the Industrial
Revolution had reached the point where current

John Patterson of NCR
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Ross Perot was a successful salesman for IBM. He
sensed that American business needed an organization
that could handle their total computer operations,
including equipment, systems, people, supplies, and
facilities, at a lower cost than they could do it
themselves . So he left IBM in the 60's and started
Electronic Data Systems (EDS) with one employee,
himself. He built an outstanding international
organization of thousands of people, all of whom had
earnings well above the norm. In 1984 General Motors
bought EDS for $2.5 billion dollars.

Loren M . Berry (left) is described by The Forbes Four Hundred as a
"poor boy" from Wabash, Indiana. Afree enterpriser at th e age of
eight , he sold horseradish door-to-door. Arriving in Dayton , Ohio ,
in 19!0 with $20 in his pocket, he persuaded telephone companies
to let him sell directory ads which earned him the nickname
"Mr. Ye llow Pages." Today, L .M. Berry and Company is one of the
largest publishers worldwide of Ye llow Pages ($700 million sales
annually). His son Jo hn W. Berry (r ight), Chairman and Chief
Execu tive Officer, is one of th e leading advocates offree enterprise
in the nation and has continued to build the company on free market
principles.

methods of record keeping were inadequate. He
conceived of a mechanical device that could record and
handle cash transactions. The cash register was born .
After many false starts and the early pangs of fai lure, a
company was formed to produce and distribute the
product. NCR persevered to become a giant
international company employing over 60,000 people .
The cash register was a device that met a need . But
the important thing is that in a free society, without
government help, private enterprise created jobs for the
benefit of everyone - the workers, the customers, and
the owners.
Charles Kettering, one of the early pioneers at NCR,
invented the self starter, founded Delco, and was the
largest stock holder at General Motors. He was once
asked, "If you lost your monetary assets, what would
you do?" He responded, "I'd seek out things that people
need and don't have that they'd be willing to spend
money for. And then I'd produce them . That's the
opportunity that exists in a free society ."
Losing his job as sales manager at NCR was the best
break Tom Watson ever had . He had dreamed of a new
type of record keeping system. His idea was to capture
information at its origin and then to be able to use that
information in a variety of ways without rewriting it.
The concept included punching holes in designated
locations on a standard size, semi-rigid card . A
machine would then read the holes and print out the
information in numerical and alphabetical form.
Watson's idea was the basis for the great IBM
organization which is considered by many the most
outstanding organization in the world today . In 1984 it
had the largest profit of any U.S. industrial company.
We can hardly estimate the millions of jobs it has
provided.
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Perot is a brilliant entrepreneur who has consistently
demonstrated he understands a basic concept for
motivating employees and winning their loyalty . That
concept is: Your employees don't care how much you
know until they know how much you care.

About a year before the hostage situation in Iran, the
Iranian government refused to pay EDS for some
computer work. EDS served notice that they would
remove their equipment if Iran didn't fulfill its contract.
The Iranian government still refused, and they
imprisoned two EDS people. When all negotiations
failed, Perot organized a task force from his own
company to rescue the prisoners . He went to Tehran

----------------------------------------------------------------------...-!

himself and reconnoitered the prison . The task force
was successful in storming the prison, freeing the EDS
people, and t>vacuating them over land through Turkey!
Industry is not the only segment of the economy that
provides examples of success in our free enterprise
system.

A TOUCH OF WONDER by Arthur Gordon, pictured above, is the
source of Mr. Linton's following comments. The book is copyright©
1974 by Fleming H. Revell Company. Published by Fleming H. Revell
Company . Used by permission.

When writer Arthur Gordon was at the age when he
was convinced that he could twist the world into a
pretzel, he left his native Georgia and got a job with a
small New York magazine . He figured he'd soon quit
this job and start publishing reams of his own writing . It
didn't work out that way . Publishers consistently
rejected the things he wrote.
He devised a plan whereby his employer would
translate some of Gordon's better articles into Spanish
and assign a star salesman, himself, to sell them all over
Latin America. Before taking the idea to his boss, he
thought it would be prudent to learn more about that
part of the world. A fellow writer suggested he talk to
T.J. Watson at IBM, a company that did a lot of work in
Latin America.
Gordon had never heard of IBM . So he searched a
telephone book for the number and address of IBM and
called Mr. Watson . When a secretary answered,
Gordon announced cheerily that he would like to buy
Mr. Watson lunch and pick his brains on Latin
America . Gordon explained that Friday (payday)
would suit him best and proposed eating in the park at
the zoo. There was a chuckle, a pause, and then,
"Please hold."

When the secretary came back on the line, she said
that Mr. Watson would see him on Friday and, if he
didn't mind, Mr. Watson would like Gordon to be his
guest for lunch at IBM. In light of Gordon's meager
finances, this struck him as a first-rate suggestion.
On Friday he arrived at the IBM address. An elevator
took him to a most impressive lobby. He was astounded
at the luxury of the waiting room - the deep pile
carpet, the dark rich paneling, and the reverential
silence.
He introduced himself to the secretary who said,
"The president will see you." "President?" he replied
hoarsely. He was ushered into an office roughly the size
of Grand Central Station. At the far end of the room,
behind an enormous, polished desk, was a tall, silverhaired gentleman. On the desk was a neatly lettered
sign - "Think." Gordon was thinking he should have
stayed in Georgia.
Mr. Watson sensed his discomfort and with a wave
of his hand said, "My surroundings have changed but I
am pretty much what I was when I was a clerk in upstate
New York ."
During lunch Mr. Watson learned much about
Gordon's activities and his job. He suggested they
might have a place for Gordon at IBM, probably at a
substantial increase in pay. Gordon declined the offer
because he wanted to be a successful writer even though
his rejection rate was discouraging.
Mr. Watson said he didn't know much about writing
but he thought he could give him a formula for writing
success. It was quite simple: DOUBLE YOUR RATE
OF REJECTION.
He then explained, "You 're making a common
mistake. You're thinking of failure as an enemy of
success. But it isn't. Failure is a teacher, a hard one,
perhaps, but the best. You say you have a six inch high
stack of rejection notices on your desk - that's great.
Every one of those manuscripts was rejected for a
reason. Analyze those reasons and build on them."
Gordon said that by following this sage advice he
started his climb to success as a writer. A wise and
tolerant man had given him a simple but powerful idea.
As Gordon was leaving, Mr. Watson told him why
he had agreed to meet with him . "You were the first
person who ever invited me to have lunch at the
cafeteria at the zoo!"
This is a great illustration of the latitude a free
economy makes available to those who have ideas,
unique methods, and a willingness to move into virgin
territory - and also of the willingness of a busy and
successful man to counsel youth.
My observations as a free enterpriser of 67 years
cause me to favor this economic system over all others.
Through it our country is the most powerful nation on
earth and the most able to help meet the needs of less
fortunate parts of the world .
Long may free enterprise continue for the good of all
mankind.
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An axiom taught in business
colleges is that the main business of
business is to make a profit. Robert
Hartenstein, President of Hartco,
Inc . , used to believe this axiom, but
no longer.
EDITOR'S NOTE : Bob Hartenstein is
8

an unusual man . It is not because he is
a Christian or because of the free enterprise efforts that turned a small, falter ing company into the stable firm that it
is today. Rather, it is because he and
his staff are committed to managing the
company according to biblical princi-

pies to glorify God. What makes Bob
Hartenstein distinctive is the degree to
which his commitment contrasts with
the world's rules for business success .
His story follows as told by TORCH
Managing Editor Ron Coriell.
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"The question I am most frequently asked is: 'How does Cedarville remain
strong and stable in a time of recession in higher education.?'"
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

The State of Higher Education Today and Cedarville College
Higher education is going through
the most trying time in its history.
Some have referred to it as the "ice
age" or "the new depression " in higher
education. No college or university in
this country is immune to its effects,
and only those who prepare now will
withstand institutional hardships or,
for some, even closure .
After World War II, higher education became a growth industry; the
baby boom created an era called the
"golden age." From 1954 to 1974, student enrollment rose from 2.4 million
to 12 million. Colleges and universities
responded by adding programs, hiring
faculty , and expanding facilities. But
in 1979, the pool of available 18-yearolds peaked .
A recent statistic projects that the
number of traditional college-age individuals will decline by 26 percent until
1995. This is a drop from 4.3 million
available students in 1979 to 3. 2 million. As a result of shifts in population,
some states, especially in the north
central region, will suffer nearly 40
percent losses .
The opinion prevails that private
colleges are especially vulnerable because of increased competition for
scholarship monies from private

.

sources and reductions of government
aid to students. Moreover, operating
costs have spiraled and student fees
must increase, widening the tuition
gap between public and private
institutions .
Faculty are getting older; most are
tenured. With declining or stable enrollment, few are the opportunities to
bring in young faculty members with
their new ideas and enthusiasm.
Buildings constructed in the "glory
years " now are vacant or in need of remodeling or repair. Deferred maintenance has reached a critical point on
some campuses.
Now, new words such as "retrenchment," "contingency planning," and
"financial exigencies" have crept into
our vocabularies.
Many institutions are already reeling
under the impact. Consolidation of
programs, layoffs of faculty, and dormitory closings are reported.
Christian schools are not exempt.
Capably managed private colleges
with a religious emphasis suffer along
with their secular counterparts.
In realistic terms, our times require a
new day of management - a management of decline.

18-Year-Old Population: 1950-2000
-t
(MILLION>

2
From 1980 to 1995 there will be a decline
of 26 percent in the number of I 8-year-ofds
in the United States.
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1960
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Paradoxically, Cedarville College
began the greatest period of its growth
in 1979. In the last six years,
enrollment grew 53 percent. We
aggressively sought students and
spread the word about the quality of
Christian education available at our
school. These efforts continue and this
fall we recorded our seventh record
enrollment 1,817 students - a
modest increase over last year.
I believe the key to our growth and
stability is our commitment to mission .
Today, as never before, it is crucial for
a school to know who it is and what it is
trying to accomplish. This gives
direction, sets priorities, and even
defines constituencies.
The mission of Cedarville College is
to offer its students an education
consistent with biblical truth. Flowing
out of mission is strategic planning,
long espoused by the business sector
but only recently embraced by higher
education. It is outside-in planning,
attuned to the external conditions as

well as internal strengths and
traditions . It is a state of mind - a way
of addressing and making important
institutional decisions on a daily basis.
This
kind of planning drives
Cedarville College.
The goal for our strategic planning is
to develop and maintain a position for
our institution. The phrase that best
summarizes our distinctive niche is
"academic quality and spiritual fervor
- a dynamic balance involving the
head and the heart." The growth and
stability of Cedarville College during
these declining years in higher
education is a direct result of the
increasing degree to which students,
parents, and donors recognize what our
college is all about.
Perhaps there will never be another
"golden age" quite like the last one.
However, I judge that Cedarville
College is still on a growth curve, but
of a different kind. While our
enrollment is stable, our greatest
growth is in articulation of our mission,
emphasis on strategic planning,
qual ity of academics, and fervency of
our spiritual commitment. This is my
answer to why Cedarville remains
strong and stable in a time of recession
in higher education.
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MISSION AND OBJECTIVES
In the 1984-85 academic year, Cedarville College did not waver from its
purpose to offer its students an education consistent with biblical truth. The
college kept this purpose in view through striving to accomplish the following
objectives :
1. To undergird the student in the fundamentals of the Christian faith, and
stimulate him to evaluate knowledge in the light of scriptural truth.

to

"/have not 011/y lea med
how: to thinJ' from a
Christian vir&point, but
/' 111 also more m11sistent
- in devotions, in
prayer, in wJifllessi11gi11 evetJ' aspert of my
life."
Krista Nickoso n ,
senior

"A Christian education
is more than beginning
every class with prayer.
Rather, it is the instilling
of Christian principles
and character into every
facet of a student's life."
S he ri Hare ('83)

"Seventy-two perrent of
our students were
involved i11 Chn"stian
service. Their activities
included numerous /oral
• rompassion ministries as
well as the many gospel
teams which traveled
throughout the U.S.
Nearly JOO MIS'ers
served in 14 tountries
during the summer. "
C he ry l l\ !ill e r ('83)
Sec re rnry , C h risti a n
l\ !in is cr ies O ffi ce
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2. To encourage growth in Christian character in each student, and
student accept his responsibility in faithful Christian service.

to

help the

3. To increase the student's awareness of the world of ideas and events which
are influencing our contemporary culture, and to prepare the student to
knowledgeably participate in our society.

"We are particularly
interested in the students
beroming involved in
their rommunities and
havi11g interpersonal
skills 11ecessary to be good
neighbors. We wa11t them
to have the ability to
negotiate conflict in a
Christian manner. They
need to be responsible
citizens who can
communicate."
Dr. James R. Phipp s
Chai rm an, Department of
Communication Arts

4. To enable the student to develop sound critical and analytical reasoning.

''We provide the tools of
analysis - how to think,
how to evaluate knowledge in the light of truth,
how to apply the Word of
God i11 a practical way,
and how to make
decisions wisely. "
Dr.]. 1\lurrav 1\lurdoch
Cha irman, Department of
Socia l Sc iences and History

5. To provide sufficient opportunities for students to practice the skills of
communication.

"A.t Cedon;ilk l'z:e hod
the opport11nity ro get
im..'oh.:erl in o vc1riff)' of
(lrtiz:iries th(lf fJ.':011lrl hot,·e
req11ired more speriolizatio11 ar a lorf!.er
1111it,•nJity . . .l'ce had rhe
theo1y i11 the dassroo111
r111rl thm hot,·e bem (lh/e
to pmrtire ir ill'hile 0111
ro111peri11g ill'irh orher
srhoolr {forensics} or
~
fJ!•hile 011 rhe srage i11
Alford A11dirori11111
{dmmaj. "
(jarc

Harker, <enior
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"011e of my concerns was
that the liberal arts
education I had received
at Cedatville had 11ot
given me the technical
skills for graduate school.
I found that I was well
prepared to handle both
the esoteric and the techniml aspects. It was a
good blend. The special,
perso11a/ attention that
my professors gave me
wentfar beyond the course
material and helped me
to identify a mreer
path .. .I had one of the
first internships from the
business department.
That i11ternship with
Gree11e Memorial Hospital led to employment,
and I've continued there

6. To offer opportunities for academic specialization and preparation for
graduate study, and to assist the student in selecting and preparing for a
vocation.

Slllff.

l\ lichac l R. Stephens ('80)
l\IBA , llnil'crsity of Dayton
\'ice President, Greene
l\lemorial Hospital , Xenia ,
Ohio

"During my freshman
year I went to my first
opera-I was
shocked - I enjoyed it!
I've come to appreciate
the arts in general much more than I did in
high school."
!'dark Horne, sen ior

".. .eve1ythingfrom listening to the Dayton
Phi/harmonic to ploying
donkey basketball.
There's somethi11gfor
everyone."
Richard Walker
D irecco r, Ca mpu s
Activities
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7. To foster the student's app reciation of, and participation in, wholesome
avocational and cultural activities.

1984-85 REVIEW
Strength and stability - qualities critical in a changing world. These
dynamic terms characterized Cedarv ille College during the 1984-85 school year.
STRONG ACADEMICS
Strength characterized the academic program. Comprised of 44 areas of study,
it included nine of the ten majors most wanted by Ame rican students. The tenth,
engineering, is currently under study to determine its feasibility at Cedarville.
Strong academics drew students with greater academic strength. ACT test
scores for incoming freshmen have been above the national average for years and
continued to increase.
Business Adm inistration remained th e department with the largest number
of majors - 459, or one-fourth of the student body. The first Compute r
Information Systems majors grad uated in June '85. The department introduced the Comprehensive Business maj or.
Nearly a century old at Cedarvil le College, teacher education is a historic
strength . The Department of Education received outstanding reviews by the
State of Ohio evaluation team and was increasingly in the spotlight as a leader in
the Christian education movement.
Teacher education majors at Cedarvi lle numbered the second largest graduating class among Ohio's private colleges. Inquiries from potential
employers were ten times the number of graduates available . Again, a number of
student teachers we re placed overseas under the Missionary Internship
Service Program.
Nursing, the fourth largest major, graduated its first class of 30 students in
1985. Recognition of the quality of this new program was immediate , as all
19 graduates willing to stay in the Dayton, Ohio, area were hired, some into
positions beyond the usual entry level.

"Last year we concentrated on the integration
of the personal computer
into all areas of the
curriculum. Now every
business major must
demonstrate computer
proficiency in order to
graduate. This kind of
integration at the undergraduate level is 'cutting
edge' business education."
Dr. C lifford Fawcett
Chairman, Department of
Business Administration

"Approximately 25 of
our 100 education
graduates each year are
transfers. They tell me
that, as a rule, our programs are more rigorous
than what they were used
to. In fact we attracted
them because of this."
Dr. Dwayne Frank
Chairman, Department of
Education
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"The Bible/acuity was
tops. Complement;ng
their excellent academic
credentials was the depth
of experience they brought
to the classroom. I partiwlorly oppreriated the
pract;cal insights they
sharedfrom their rich
backgrounds in the pastorate and missions."
Daniel Barfell ('85)
teacher , youth pastor

IO

The Department of Biblical Education was the foundational department of
the college in terms of fulfilling our purpose and serving general education
needs . All Cedarville College students were required to minor in Bible. Bible
major graduates testify that they were exceptionally prepared for future ministry.
In 1984-85, other academic departments exhibited strength in the ir disciplines. Science was taught from a creationist viewpoint by a faculty of ten , eight
of whom held earned doctorates. Dr. John Silvius completed the writing of a
science textbook that presents biology from a Christi an perspective . All of our
two-year pre-engineering students were accepted into accredited engineering
institutions, as they have been since the inception of the program in 1983.
Communication Arts faculty remained positioned on the leading edge of
communications research . Fifteen students completed internships in programs ranging from hospital-patient relations to staff work for congressmen .
The Cedarville forensics team was first among small colleges and third overall
in the state of Ohio behind The Ohio State University and Miami University .
Each faculry member of the Psychology Department was a licensed and
practicing psychologist. Language and Literature introduced its new professional writing program.
Health and Physical Education operated out of one of the finest athletic
facilities among small, midwest, independent colleges. The six Social Science
faculty averaged more than 12 years at Cedarville.
The continued emphasis on computer technology included the establishment of a microcomputer laboratory to supplement the existing academic
computer facilities and the purchase of a number of micros by academic departments for instruction and research . Music was a pacesetter in the development of computer assisted teaching.
In June 1985 , 340 graduates received baccalaureate degrees and 12 secretarial students earned the new associate of arts degree.
A new course, Employment Strategies, supplemented the program of the
Career Planning and Placement Office. Twenty workshops throughout the
school year provided students opportunities to polish resume writing and
interviewing skills. Representatives of 90 potential employers visited the
campus. Placement also provided churches with pastoral candidates . The
annual Career Day drew 45 companies and graduate schools , and the Christian
School Recruitment Conference hosted 38 school representatives.

STABLE ENROLLMENT
From 1978 to 1984, Cedarville College increased by 630 students, or 53 percent. The 1,815 students who started fall classes in 1984 represented the sixth
consecutive record enrollment. Against the predicted trend of declining
college enrollments, this was strong indi cation of continued interest in the
quality of education offered.
While the college drew students from 43 states and several foreign
countries, Ohio, Michigan, New York, Indiana, and Pennsylvania contributed
74 percent of the student body .
The college was full with 1,485 students in dormitories and approved offcampus housing and 330 commuters . Some prospective students comprised a
waiting list for winter quarter.

Enrollment

1815

1730
1500
1185

STRENGT H O F CHARACTER
Every Cedarville College student professed faith in Jesus Christ as personal
Lord and Savior. This brought a strong spiritual quality to the student body
which was evident in the intensity of their studies, the enthusiasm of their recreation, and the compassion of their service to others.

1978

1980

1982

1984

"Our students tend to be
more sensitive to the needs
of others - more caring,
more willing to reach out
and offer help or assistance to people. I receive
many comments from
individuals in the
community about how
pleasant, dependable,
and trustworthy they are.
I hear that often . What
we' re seeing here is the
outworking of internalized biblical values ."
STRONG SPIRIT UAL EMPHASIS
At Cedarville, daily chapel was required of both students and faculty . The
staff attended each Monday when Dr. Dixon addressed the entire college
family. On other days fine speakers from around the country challenged the
college family in spiritual areas.
In keeping with the purpose of the college , each quarter began with a major
Bible conference. Throughout the year, other conferences with a spiritual
emphasis attracted youth and adults from off-campus, including Salute to
Summer, which drew over 500 teenagers.

Donald Rickard
Vice President fo r
Scude nc Services

"The chapel speakers
have challenged me to
become more zealous in
my Christian walk.
Godly men in various
careers have preached the
Word of God and have
shared biblical principles.
that have convicted me
and have encouraged me.
As I come to chapel with
a willing and open mind,
the Holy Spirit reveals
life-changing truths that
help me to experience a
sweeter fellowship with
Jesus Christ. "
Kirk Fa irhu rst, senior
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STRONG VOLUNTEERISM

"Quality service to others
involves implementing
what you've leamed. ft
involves students whose
hearts motivate their
hands to use their head
knowledge. The warmth
of our Cedarville student
body comes as they get
out and share themselves
with others."

Recently, 70 college presidents met in Washington, D.C. to discuss how to
motivate volunteerism on their campuses. At Cedarville, students by the
hundreds have served the area for 30 years. In 1984-85, they voluntarily participated in a variety of community services and compassion ministries. They
served the local community through projects such as "Clean Greene"
(County) and "V.l.P." (Volunteer Insulation Program). Nine hundred students took part in compassion and discipleship ministries which were directed
to jail inmates, senior citizens, hospitali zed individuals, wayward children ,
handicapped persons, college students on other campuses, and local
churches. Our gospel teams conducted over 400 church services and 272 other
students carried out additional ministries. In all, 72% of our students volunteered for Christian service.
Nearly 100 students participated in the distinctive Missionary Internship
Service program of the college. They served in the U.S. and 14 foreign countries: Australia, Canada, Colombia, England, Equador, Israel, Italy,
Paraguay, Peoples Republic of China, Philippines, Scotland, South America,
Spain, and West Germany.

Rev. Harold Green
Vice President for
Christian ~lin i stries

STRONG EXTRACURRICULAR EMPHASIS

"Besides the mental and
spiritual, physiral and
social growth are also
v ital. Ours is o holistir
opproach to student
development. Therefore,
extrocurriwlar aaivities
are designed to develop
interpersonal
relotionships, leadership,
avocotional skills, and
appreciation for the
arts."
Richard Walker
Campus Activities Director
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Students recreated in the extensive intramural sports program and
competed in 13 intercollegiate men's and women's sports. Earned were one
national championship, four district crowns, and one conference title. In
1984-85 Cedarville athletes competed in 12 na tional tournaments. The
college hosted its third Special Olympics in which 130 entrants competed. For
area handicapped persons, the event drew the local television, radio, and print
media.
Stage performance fostered cultural literacy through three drama
productions, student and faculty recitals , concerts by the Concert Chorale,
Oratorio Choir, Symphonic Band , and Brass Choir. The Artist Series brought
to campus the Gregg Smith Singers, the Dayton Philharmonic Orchestra,
pianists Nielson and Young , and others .
Twenty student organizations invited total student body involvement in
wholesome , non-academic activities.

STABLE FACULTY
The faculty comprised the most valuable asset of Cedarville College.
Exceptionally prepared with wide ranging professional experience, most
either had earned or were pursuing the highest degree in their field. They
averaged ten years of teaching experience at the college, some having been
here over 20 years. Last year seven joined the faculty which totaled 87 fulltime and 47 part-time professors.
While longevity and academic strength characterized these individuals,
they were best known for their commitment to Christ and to their students.

''My teachers actually
know my name. One busy
prof talked to me for
20 minutes and we didn't
even discuss academics. "
Donna Ford, senior

''I'm impressed that they
not only bring across
biblical truth in the
classroom, they also live
it in their personal
lives."
Gary Coiro ('85)

"They feel called to their
service and I think they
really like doing it. It
comes out in the way they
teach."
DeMaurice Sm ith ('85)

STRONG ALUMNI
If a stable faculty was Cedarville's greatest asset, strong alumni support was
its great legacy.
Cedarville graduates were earning respect literally around the world. Last
yea r three alumni taught in People's Republic of C hina uni ve rsities . Frank
Jenista ('68) was appointed Director of the Thomas Jefferson Cultural Center
in The Republic of the Philippines. Alumni continued to recei ve leadership
positions in this country, among them Brian Cafferty ('81) who now heads the
Department of Recruiting for all armed forces, ROTC.
While alumni were earning respect in business, medicine, law, education,
and the ministry, they also remembered their alm a mater with their giving.
Contributions to the alumn i fund totalled $250,878 in 1984-85, an increase of
$63, 178 over the previous year. In the last seven yea rs giving to this fund has
increased 282 percent, indicating a substantial increase in alumni participation.

STABLE MANAGEMENT
The administrative team of Cedarville College managed its resources well.
A balanced budget of $11,037,850 was realized with a modest surplus.
Expenditures for 1984-85 were:
$3,422, 183
3,233,323
2,362,008
1,352,273
804,089

Instruction and Academic Support
Administrative and Institutional Service
Auxiliary Services
Debt Service
Physical Plant

Current assets ($4,427,029) of Cedarville College exceeded current
liabilities ($1,431,725) by a ratio of three to one . Last year, total college
indebedness was reduced 11.2 percent. Total assets were $22,435,000 .
Capital improvements included replacing all plumbing in Maddox Hall
dormitory ($160,000) and installing new heating and air conditioning in the
Williams office building ($142,000).
The college purchased three parcels of real estate totaling 12. l acres
adjacent to school property. This increased the college holdings to 178.68
acres.
WCDR-FM expanded its listening area via a translator to include
Richmond, Indiana (population 40,000) and surrounding Wayne County.

Expenditures
Physical Plan<

1,352.273

De hc Service

Z,.162,008

Auxil iary Serv ices

J,ZJJ,JZJ

Admini scrative and
lnsri cu tiona l Service

Inscruccion and
Academic Support
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STRONG SUPPORT
Because Cedarville maintained strict independence of all governmental aid
for program support or capital expenditures, it relied upon tuition, room and
board, plus gifts to balance its budget. Received for 1984-85 were:
$6,207,275
1,813,430
1,591,202
$9,611,907

This total represented 69. 92 percent of all college revenues. The remaining
30.08 percent was supplied through gifts which totalled $1,817,072, a
27.6 percent increase over the previous year.

Gifts
Other Groups
C:orpo r.itions

7%

ii IL 938
126.5 12

9.7'if

17S ..+OO

Fou nd ar ions

1.l.Kt;t

2 .~ 0 .878

:\ lumn i

.?O.O'if

.16.UHJ

Churches
(o,er.+50)

49f

~

45 . 5 ~

827.96 1

Tuition and Fees
Board
Room
Total

$ 827,961
363,383
250,878
175 ,400
126,512
72,938
$1,817,072

45.5%
20.0%
13.8%
9. 7%
7%
4%
100%

Friends
Churches (over450)
Alumni
Foundations
Corporations
Other Groups
Total

Giving highlights were : $450,000 in scholarship endowment, $63,000 more
support from alumni than the previous year, and a 16 percent increase in
giving to the college-owned radio station .

Friend s

...............
1009<

Sl .8 17.072

STRONG PLANNING
"Strategir planning is an
institution-wide effort at
Cedmville College. ft is
a future-fomsed,
partiripative proress
resulting in statements of
institutional intention
that matrh our program
strengths to retognized
needs for exrellenre in
Christian eduration."
Dr. l\lartin Clark
\' ice Pres ident for
De\'eloprnent

"National interest in the
quality of higher education is on the rise. Our
response at Cedarville is
to be pro-active by
establishing through
strategic planning an
agenda for excellence."
Dr. Pau l Dixon, P resident
Cedarvi ll e College
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Last year's Planning Committee was comprised of ad mini strators, faculty,
and sta ff; it was assisted by four subcommittees cons ist ing of emp loyees who
sought and coordinated information from every campus department.
The committees planned strategically. That is, they looked at the big
picture in higher edu cat ion, the long-range destiny of the co ll ege, the need in
the market place for quality Christi an educat ion , the competiti on, and
Cedarv ill e's mi x of internal and external resources to acco mplish the mission
of the college.

STRENGTH AND STABILITY CELEBRATED
In 1987 Cedarville College celebrates its lOOth year in Christian higher
education.
Its Presbyterian founders believed a distinctly Christian college was needed
to " . .. train young men for the Gospel ministry," and to " .. . educate men and women
for missionary service at home and abroad, and for the work of laymen .... "
In 1939, the college's second president, Dr. W. Renwick McChesney,
reported to the Board of Trustees:
"There is a place for Cedarville College in the educational world. !twas founded to give
a sound Christian training to young men and women . To this policy it has steadfastly
adhered.
"This is the time to renew our zeal and stand our ground, assured that our cause will
continue andflourish. "

His vision is a reality today. For 98 years, the college has grown remarkably
in facilities, faculty, programs, and enrollment. Started with one building,
Cedarville now has 37 on over 100 acres . Opened with five faculty, the college
has increased that number to 86. Begun with 32 students, Cedarville College
now enrolls over 1800, who choose from an accredited liberal arts program
including 44 areas of study.
While these changes are noteworthy, the fact that the original mission of the
college remains the same is extraordinary. "The purpose ofCedarville College is to
offer its students an education consistent with biblical truth. "
Building upon nearly a century of heritage, the college looks forward to the
future. In January 1987 it will commemorate its 100 years with a Centennial
Celebration. Festivities will run throughout the year and will include
completion of the new $4.2 million library and renovation of the present
library for use by the Department of Business Administration.

New Library
Started in 1986
Four years in the planning, the 66,830 square
foot Library will rival the
Athletic Center in size
and will be one of the
finest of its kind in the
mid west.
The new Library will
provide :
Sealing/or over800
Collertion growlh lo over
250,000 volumes
I ns1ror1iona/ il-fedia Genier
Language /aboralo1J'
La/est inslrurlional
lerhnology
Comp111er links to on- a11d
off-rampus ne!Works
Famity developme111 renler
C11rrir11/11m J101erials Center
The new Library is
scheduled for completion
in the spring of 1987.

The new Cedarville College Library

STABLE AND STRONG FUTURE
Cedarville College has a special sense of purpose - a clear and direct vision
of its future that flows out of its mission. With the individual student as the
centerpiece, the college is resolute in its commitment to offer an education
consistent with biblical truth. It is devoted to a quality, value-centered,
educational experience that will endow with wisdom future generations of
students who will have an impact on their world for the Word of God and the
testimony of Jesus Christ.

Business Administration , Cedarville's largest
academic department,
will move into 27,000
square feet of renovated
office and classroom
space in the building
which currently houses
the library .
The new facility is
scheduled for completion
in the fall of 1987.
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M ost people have never heard
of Hartco, Inc. But it's safe to say
that most have at least seen their main
product. In fact, each fall millions of
people see it thrown, kicked ,
slammed, and abused in every conceivable way. Hartco makes materials
for the manufacture of footballs.
All the inner liners for the footballs
used by the NFL and the USFL are
manufactured by Hartco. In fact,
Hartco's market share of liners and
vinyl covered footballs is nearly 100
percent in the U .S. and 86 percent
worldwide.
There was a time, however, when
the former parent company, Dayco of
Dayton, Ohio, didn't think there was
a bright future for this subsidiary. In
late 1981 Dayco sold it to Bob and his
brother, Dan, who gave it the present
name. They started with 16 employees and only one developed line
of products. Today, there are 42 fulland part-time employees who
produce items for six different product lines while gross sales have doubled to approximately $3 million .
Sounds like a success story not
uncommon in business. However,
Hartenstein would hasten to say that
Hartco would not be where it is today
except for the grace of God and His
willingness to bless the honoring of
His principles taught in the Bible. "I
think," said Hartenstein, "that if you
look at successful companies, if you
really dig down deep, you'll find that
in some way they are honoring God's
laws whether they realize it or not."
In 1982, after six to eight months
of deep soul searching, Hartco's

administrative team (all Christians)
realized that they had to identify the
company with Christ. So they substituted a cross for the "T" in the
Hartco. This wasn't for good luck.
They really wanted people to know
the company was Christ's - that
they were willing to do business in a
way that honored God by identifying
with His finished work.
The articles of incorporation were
amended to include another purpose
for Hartco's existence - "the furtherance of the gospel of Christ."
Scripture was added to the shipping
labels and Proverbs 22: I was placed
on a newly acquired product line in
1983. This commitment alone produced a change for the better in the
buffing pads made for the auto industry. Without a word being said, the
quality went up noticeably. "It was as
if the employees took extra pride in
their workmanship now that Hartco
was identified with the Lord," Hartenstein commented.
The Bible teaches that commitment to honor God reaps the blessing
of God . " ... for them that honor Me I
will honor, and they that despise Me
will be lightly esteemed" (I Samuel 2:30). "Honor the Lord with thy
substance . .. so shall thy barns be
filled with plenty .. ." (Proverbs 3:9, 10).
Once they had positioned the business as a Christian company,
Hartenstein and his managers settled
another matter. Hartco would not
make decisions with profit as the
motivation . Rather , it would base the
company's actions upon how those
actions affected employees and their
families.

"We made a commitment to our
people," explained Hartenstein.
"God willing, there would be no
layoffs during lean times. I knew all
the business formulas that dealt with
head counts and break evens. Most
businesses who apply them cut heads
if they are not generating profits ."
A text in James 5 convicted
Hartenstein that he couldn't lay off
any of his people . " ... ye rich men,
weep and howl for your miseries that
shall come upon you ... Behold, the
hire of the laborers who have reaped
down your fields, which is of you
kept back by fraud, crieth ; and the
cries of them which have reaped are
entered into the ears of the Lord of
Sabaoth" (James 5: 1-4).
Hartenstein testified that God led
him to believe that he could not take
away an employee's livelihood in
order to ensure a profit for the company. He remarked, "It's our feeling
that when we hire a person we commit the company to be used by God to
meet the basic family needs of each
new worker."
Thus, when lean times came to test
Hartco's resolve, employees were retained and kept busy painting walls
and cleaning equipment. Alternative
product lines were expanded. The
buffing pad product line was acquired, then increased . Formerly
made by part-timers and fill-ins from
slower departments , now five fulltime employees manufacture over
225,000 pads each year. And Hartenstein contends that they are now
superior to any other pad on the market, thanks to quality-conscious personnel.
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Another Hartco distinctive is its
use of part-time labor. "Our goal is
not just to meet increased production
needs," explained Hartenstein. "We
hire part-time people to meet their
special financial needs. It's a way for
us to give them money. We hired one
Christian woman whose nonChristian husband had died. The hiring of the 'unhireable ' is an accepted
practice at Hartco ."
This gift of work and wages certainly follows the high value God
places upon earning a living. "There
is nothing better for a man . . . he
should make his soul enjoy good in
his labor. This also I say, that it was
from the hand of God" (Ecclesiastes
2:24). " . . .to rejoice in his labor; this
is the gift of God" (Ecclesiastes
5: 19) . Furthermore, Hartenstein reported that one of three people who
start as part-time help eventually become full-time employees.
An additional Hartco practice that
separates it from the business norm is
its purpose to become debt-free as
soon as possible and stay that way .
"People debate both sides of this
issue ," stated Hartenstein . "But ,
there are basically two reasons why
we feel impressed to lead Hartco out
of indebtedness . First, we believe it
will honor God .
"One Christmas season we needed
$28 ,000 to carry us through to the
end of the calendar year. Work was
slow during these months . Jim, our
controller, told me we had paychecks
due and not enough cash flow to
cover them . The next expected
income check would be coming from
Canada, but he knew from past experience that it would not arrive on
time . Mailed on Wednesday , it was
predicted to arrive four to seven days
later. So we got together and prayed
that God would miraculously bring it
in sooner. During the company's
Christmas luncheon on Thursday,
Jim came in with tears in his eyes and
told me the check had arrived . A next
day delivery! God just made it happen!"
Hartenstein said he could easily
have covered the need another way .
The bank down the street would have
provided them with a short- term loan
on Hartenstein ' s signature . "We'd
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have paid a little interest and then repaid the loan when the check arrived
from Canada in the expected time this is common business practice .
But we would have missed the expression of God' s mighty power.

talks to a supplier, he asks how the
person's family is and ifthere is anything the Hartco management can
pray about." This attitude of Christian love results in excellent supplier
relations and opportunities to counsel
and pray for others .
The Bible supports this kind of
concern for others: " ... ever follow
after that which is good , both among
yourselves, and to all men" (I Thessalonians 5: 15). "Walk in wisdom
towards them that are without,
redeeming the time. Let your speech
be al way with grace, seasoned with
salt , th at ye may know how ye ought
to answer every man" (Colossians 4:5 ,6).
What God has done for Hartco He
may not do for someone else in
exactly the same way , cautioned
Hartenstein . "I want God to use
Hartco as an example but I don't want
people to think they have to do it just
our way to glorify God . It's an individual thing, even in the corporate
situation. Each company has its own
fingerprint. God has had to take us
through many of these surface acts of
stewardship to prepare us for a deeper
ministry. It has been like the Israelite ~ wandering through the wilderness . These acts of obedience simply
were to prepare Hartco for the crossing of our Jordan and the subsequent
battles which lie ahead ."
Hartco is like many small businesses in this country and yet is
distincti ve in its own way . In
common with others, it enjoys the
freedom to succeed through our free
enterprise system . And in an uncommon way, it is succeeding according
to a set of standards whose source is
the Seriptures.

"A second reason for becoming
debt-free, " Hartenstein continued ,
"is because if nationwide economic
hard times should come again , we
could take a 40 percent loss in business and not be concerned about taking care of our people . That' s just
plain good stewardship ."
Last year the management team
started daily Bible study in the morning . Soon some people in the plant
expressed a desire to have their own
study. Hartenstein eagerly agreed
and told everyone who attended to
clock in first. "It did cross my mind
that we might lose some production
time ," Hartenstein remembered.
"And the studies were well attended.
But God made up for the ' lost' time
by increasing the overall productivity
of our people. God honors those who
honor Him. "
Another way that Hartenstein is
attempting to meet employees ' needs
is through "Breakfast with the Boss."
Each month Hartenstein takes three
individuals to breakfast where he and
the workers talk about Hartco , their
work , and their familie s. "My goal is
to learn a little more about what' s
happening in their Ii ves," he said .
Not only does Hartco take care of
its employees, it also ministers to
others outside the organi zation . "We
have a purchasing agent who is a dynamic Christian ," according to
Hartenstein . "He 's just super with
suppliers. John puts a gospel tract in Ron Coriell is Di rector of Public Re lations
at Cedarville College and Manag ing Editor
each purchase order. That' s his of
TORCH. He is a 1969 grad uate of Cedarthing, not corporate policy . He feels ville College and has a grad uate degree fro m
it's part of his ministry . And when he Wright State Uni versity.
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The Times·
and
the Seasons

by Pat Landers Dixon

Kay Fanning

A few years ago, I wrote about the free enterprise
system in the TORCH: the article was about a very
positive and successful experience in that system.
Sometimes there is another facet ofparticipating infree
enterprise: retrenchment and rebuilding. After all, one
can be free to fail and to learn. Kay Fanning, President
of LEANA INTERNATIONAL, INC., shares her
experience in that other side of the free enterprise
system.

T he year was 1979 and my husband and I were
sailing at full mast. At age 36, we were on the verge of
achieving many of our ambitions. Robert had a
successful part-time farming operation on our 400
acres, and it appeared that he was close to achieving his
goal of full-time farming after working two jobs for
many years . My business as a franchise holder with
Fashion Two Twenty Cosmetics was growing and in
1978 had grossed over $750,000 in sales. Although we
were far from being wealthy, we possessed many of the
things we had worked so hard to get.
Suddenly, we entered troubled waters: one crisis
after another hit! The first was in the summer of 1979
when I discovered a lump in my breast. Surgery,
radiation therapy, chemotherapy, and the resulting
nausea taught me lessons in trust, patience, and the
power of prayer. At about the same time, the farm
situation started to deteriorate rapidly with interest rates
soaring and prices plummeting. Next, our rental
business was negatively affected by increased cost of
gas heat. Then the majority stock of Fashion Two
Twenty was sold to a Saudi Arabian businessman.

Until 1979, our experience with free enterprise was
mostly smooth sailing - successful and rewarding.
Since that time, we have suffered the other side of free
enterprise disappointment, retrenchment, and
starting over. Since Fashion Two Twenty forced
franchise holders out through a Chapter 11 decision, we
started
a new· cosmetic
business
(LEANA
INTERNATIONAL, INC.). In a period of five years,
we had to sell our apartments, auction our farm
equipment, sell our condo in Florida, and sell some of
our land.
Rough seas describes very well our life during that
time. We have been tossed to and fro by the devil and
his fiery darts: financial entrapment, clouded
managerial philosophies, an "I can" attitude instead of a
"through Christ" attitude, and general confusion in all
areas of our lives.
However, the shore is now in sight; the storms have
calmed; and we're learning to steer again . As captains,
we've logged those failures only to learn a few lessons:
1. Always trust in the Lord (Psalm 4).
2. Listen and apply His truth (Isaiah 55:2).
3. Be prepared and willing to suffer for Him
(I Peter 3: I 4) .
4. Allow yourself to be perfected by your mistakes
(2 Corinthians 7) .
5. Realize that the ability to comfort others comes
through your own tribulations and in experiencing the
comfort of God (2 Corinthians I :3-4) .
6. Remember that your business is His business and
that you are only stewards (Luke 12:35-48 and
Ecclesiastes 5: 10-17).
Would we do it again?
WEARE!
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F ree enterprise is the most efficient and powerful economic system
in the world today . It allows a country to experience phenomenal
economic growth in a relatively short
time. Examples include modern
Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore,
South Korea and, of course , the
United States.
Cedarville College espouses this
economic system in its business
courses and in its conviction to be
independent as an institution from
local , state, or federal monies for
support of programs or capital expenditures.
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While we examine other economic
systems, we stress free enterprise for
two reasons : it's the best system and
it's so obviously the most Godblessed system of our day.
Free enterprise has four characteristics or foundation stones:
1. Freedom to own property
2. Freedom to make profit
3. Freedom to give away wealth
4. Freedom to fail
Let me share how these parallel the
teachings of Scripture.

FREEDOM TO OWN PROPERTY
Nearly all New Testament parables assume, either directly or

indirectly, private ownership of
property . These include the parables
of the laborers in the vineyard , the
talents, the lost coin, the lost sheep,
and the prodigal son .
Consider a few specific references. Speaking of Barnabas, Acts
4:37 states, "Having land, sold it,
and brought the money, and laid it at
the apostles' feet." The lord of the
vineyard says in Matthew 20: 15 : "Is
it not lawful for me to do what I will
with mine own?"
But just as surely as private ownership is affirmed by God, the
Scriptures also substantiate that

ultimately all material and propertied
wealth are owned by a sovereign God
Who places us as stewards or caretakers over what is His. The psalmist
simply states, "The earth is the
Lord's, and the fullness thereof: the
world, and they that dwell therein"
(Psalm 24: 1). Or, according to the
prophet, "The silver is mine, and
gold is mine, saith the Lord of hosts"
(Haggai 2:8) . Again the psalmist declares, "For every beast of the forest
is mine, and the cattle upon a
thousand hills" (Psalm 50: 10).
Therefore, we find no scriptural
basis for the proposition that the state
is the owner of all property. Only a
free enterprise system permits
individuals to own (steward) God's
property.
Private ownership is the cornerstone
of
free
enterprise.
Economic systems that stress mutual
or government ownership historically are not as successful. Quite
simply, people are less likely to neglect or misuse what they personally
own. Rather, they tend to improve
their property with aspirations of
profit and future ownership of better
property.
The plight of the bison or American buffalo illustrates the disadvantage of mutual ownership. Because
everyone once claimed the bison as
common property, no one individual
or group was responsible and
accountable for the maintenance,
preservation, and propagation of the
herds. When the white settlers arrived the bison population was 30
million;
these
animals
were
slaughtered until fewer than 500 survived in 1900.
FREEDOM TO MAKE PROFIT
Far from being something dirty or
evil, profit is the basis of further
growth. Only as growth takes place
can there be better wages and the opportunity for more jobs for people.
Does God condone profit? Of
course, but He also wants us to remember its true source. "And you
shall remember the Lord your God,
for it is He who gives you power to
get wealth .. . " (Deuteronomy 8:18).
He also gives the ability to enjoy
wealth. "Furthermore to every man
to whom God has given riches and

wealth, He has also empowered him
to eat from them and to receive his
reward and rejoice in his labor; this is
the gift of God" (Ecclesiastes 5: 19).
Some of God's greatest saints were
wealthy profit makers: Abraham,
Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Job, David,
and Solomon . The accumulation of
riches is not ungodly; it is a precious
freedom for people to use wisely and
to enjoy .
FREEDOM TO GIVE AW A Y
WEALTH
Since God has entrusted individuals with property and the ability to get
wealth, He expects people to use
these advantages to meet the material
needs of others. Only when one possesses property and wealth can he
exercise this dispensing function. To
quote the apostle Paul, " ... let him
labor, performing with his hands the
thing which is good, that he may have
to give [share] to him that needeth"
(Ephesians 4:28). But Paul is quick to
make it clear that this giving must be
on a voluntary basis: "I am not speaking this as a command, but as proving
through the earnestness of others the
sincerity of your love also" (II Corinthians 8:8 NAS).
In Old Testament times, God
established methods of giving which
ensured that needy people in that
society could survive. Gifts to the
poor were voluntary, direct (two
party), required labor from the recipient, and met a specific need. Today
we have social security which is involuntary, indirect (three party),
often not requiring labor, and very
general in application .
However, philanthropy in this
country is growing. Individuals are
giving $61 billion per year to U.S.
charities. This would not be possible
in any other economic system.

FREEDOM TO FAIL
To be successful in a free enterprise economic system one must
develop a product or skill which will
adequately meet the needs or wants
of the population. But often a product
will fail to generate a profit and a loss
will result. However, business fail ures can be stepping stones to more
research, better methods of production, and innovative marketing.

The Bible is full of individuals
who failed. The prodigal son was
given the freedom to succeed in life
on his own, but he squandered his
resources. In the parable of the talents an individual did not invest and
failed to make a profit.
Most of the great biblical characters failed. Adam and Eve disobeyed
God by eating the forbidden fruit
(Genesis 3). Moses murdered an
Egyptian (Exodus 2). David committed
adultery
with
Bathsheba
(II Samuel 11, 12) . And Solomon's
polygamy turned his heart away from
God (I Kings 11).
Certainly the freedom to fail is part
of God's overall plan for man. The
presence of failure causes us to see
our need of God. This leads to repentance of sin and acceptance of God's
Son Jesus Christ as Saviour and
Lord. No other decision is more important than this and it is born out of
the freedom to fail.
Free enterprise. No other system
gives greater opportunity for the
expression of creativity, initiative,
and hard work. And no other system
today so closely parallels teachings
of Scripture.
Free enterprise - the best and
God"blessed.

a
Galen Smith is Assistant Professor of
Economics at Cedarville College. He holds
graduate degrees from Kansas State University and Grace Theological Seminary.
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CAMPUS NEWS

Cedarville announces expansion
George Engelmann, Chairman of the Cedarville
College Board of Trustees, has announced the Board's
decision to authorize construction of a new $4.2 million
Library .
Four years in the planning, the 67 ,000 square foot
Library will rival the size of the Athletic Center and will
be one of the finest of its kind in the midwest, according
to Dr. Paul Dixon, President. "It will expand current
services in every way and provide space and the latest
equipment for the college as we look to its future," he
said .
Dixon noted that, upon completion of this
construction, Business Administration, Cedarville' s
largest academic department, will move into 27 ,000
square feet of renovated office and classroom space in
the building which currently houses the library.
Continued Dixon, "The new Library, business, and
other classroom space that will become available means
that more students can benefit from the kind of quality
Christian education for which Cedarville is respected .

We currently enroll over 1800 students, and these new
facilities are designed to accommodate a growing
student body for many years."
Located between Cedar Lake and the present library,
the new two-story Library will house a collection of
250,000 volumes. Computer terminals will link to onand off-campus networks. Microcomputers will be
available for individual study use.
Engelmann also announced that the Trustees had
extended a multi-year contract to Dr. Dixon who has
been president since 1978 . His tenure has been marked
by numerous advances in enrollment, academic
programs, capital projects, expanded constituency, and
fiscal management .
The total cost of the two construction projects
exceeds $5 million. The new Library is scheduled for
completion in the spring of 1987 and the Business
Administration facility in the fall of 1987 . This will
coincide with the college's Centennial Celebration that
year.

Professor lectures in China
Last fall, the People's Republic of China invited Cedarville
College professor Dr. Dwayne
Frank to give a series of workshops at People's University in
Peking. Frank, professor of
education, said his lectures
covered methods of teaching.
"Interest is growing in China toward improving
teaching methodology. Their whole teacher education
program is undergoing scrutiny, and they are anxious
for people to come over and help them." Frank noted
that plans are underway for additional Cedarville

faculty to give seminars in China.
"They wish to establish some kind of relationship
that will provide them with more teachers of English. I
believe I was invited to lecture because of the great job
our graduates are now doing as they teach English in
Chinese universities," Frank added. Rebecca Jones
teaches at the University of Chengdu and Myron
Youngman at People's University in Peking.
Frank's first trip to mainland China was in 1980
when he led his first group of Cedarville College
students on a tour. He has taken six trips with a total of
81 students, 14 of whom returned a second time.
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Band to Chicago
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The Christian Instrumental Directors Association
has invited the Cedarville Symphonic Band to present a
concert at their annual conference in Chicago in Marc h.
Michael P . DiCuirci, Director, and Dr . Charles
Clevenger, Narrator for the concert , will accompany
the 80-member band.
CIDA is composed of several hundred instrumental
musicians who minister in churches, public and
Christian schools , and colleges across the nation .
According to DiCuirci , the Symphonic Band was one
of five selected from a field of 30 applicants for the
honor. CIDA based their selection on a resume , an
audition tape, and the recommendations by a number of
noted conductors. By their invitation , CIDA
recognized the Symphonic Band as one of the
outstanding small Christian college bands in the nation.
On the way to the CIDA conference in Chicago , the
band will perform a concert on Thursday evening ,
March 6 , at the Bethesda Baptist Church, Brownsburg ,
Indiana.
In past years the Symphonic Band has performed at
the Ohio Music Educators Conference , the College
Band Directors Meeting , and "Baptist Fundamentalism
1984" in Washington , D.C. A typical year 's schedule
for the band includes PRISM, Christian Band
Conference , Pops Concert , band tour , and Memorial
Day concert, in addition to a major concert each
quarter. Guest conductors have included Dr . George
Wilson (lnterlochen Music Camp), George Strombeck
(Deerfield, Illinois) , Dr. Joe Parker (Asbury College) ,
and Jim Curnow (University of Illinois).
DiCuirci says , "As the College has grown and
prospered, so have we [Symphoni c Band]. And we
eagerly anticipate the challenges and opportunities of
this year. "

On January 26 , 1987 , Cedarville College will begin a
six-month Celebration of its 100 years in Christian
higher education. On that date in 1887 Cedarville
College was chartered by the State of Ohio. The
Reformed Presbyterian founders had envisioned a
college which would offer young people a quality
Christian education and would prepare them for future
ministries . The purpose of Cedarville College remains
the same today and , throughout the Centennial
Celebration, Cedarville will reaffirm its commitment to
this purpose.
Many of the activities for the Celebration are already
in place . A centennial convocation service will be held
on January 26, followed later that day by a special
concert presented by the acclaimed piano duo Nielson
and Young . The concert will feature the premiere of a
work written specifically for the Celebration by Ovid
Young and performed ·with the Chorale and the
Symphonic Band.
A week in February will be devoted to celebrating
academics and the liberal arts by recognizing the
achievements of Cedarville graduates and other
Chri stians in academia, business, politics , and other
areas . Cedar Weekend, one of the oldest traditions of
the college , is held the first weekend of May and will
feature many 1OOth year activities for students, parents ,
alumni, and friends . The Commencement activities in
June will also focus on the Celebration theme.
Homecoming 1987 , rather than focusing on the past ,
will look to the future. This two-day affair will
celebrate the opportunities available not only to
Cedarville students, but also to all Christians. Former
Drama Director Miriam Maddox and David Robey ,
Assistant Professor of Communication Arts and Drama
Director, are writing a "historic pageant" which they
promise will be the greatest drama production in
Cedarville's history. Closing out Homecoming and the
Centennial will be the dedication of the new Library,
the first step into Cedarville ' s second century .
The College wants to share its Celebration with
alumni and friends . Plan now to attend the festivities
during 1987 and JOm us in praising God for His
blessings to , and new opportunities for , Cedarville
College .
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"I'm Impressed ... "
"I am impressed by Cedarville
College, the curriculum, and
most of all by the students. The
students are well equipped and
solidly grounded, having received
a combination of a sound
education, leadership experiences, and spiritual values. That's
the reason General Mills continues to recruit at Cedarville one of only 13 colleges and
universities from which we
recruit for bachelors' degrees in
. andfimance. "
accountmg
- David Kelby
David Kelby is senior vice president, growth,
planning and treasury for General Mills, Inc.,
Minneapolis, Minnesota .

Cedarville College not only equips you with an outstanding education - it also gives you the
tools to select a career and to find employment. The college Career Planning and Placement
Office provides career/interest testing, computer assisted job matching, workshops, a course in
emp loyment strategies, and opportunities to interview with potential employers. Each year
representatives of companies such as General Mills, Electronic Data Systems, J.C. Penney,
General Electric, State Farm Data Processing Group, and Ernst and Whinney recruit on
campus. At Cedarville College you not only earn a respected degree, you also obtain the
assistance you need to effectively pursue career opportunities.

CEDARVILLE COLLEGE
An accredited Baptist liberal arts college • 30 majors and 14 special programs • Worldwide Christian ministries
program • Over 1800 students from 45 states enrolled • Financial aid available
Cedarville College, Box 601 , Cedarville, OH 45314, (513) 766-2211
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